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Quarterly Report June 2019

Highlights


JORC Mineral Resource Estimate for YB1 Structure totals 18.4 Mt @15.1% Fe (Inferred plus Indicated)



Second significant potential copper sulphide structure identified by Induced Polarisation



18m of near pure magnetite at >63% Fe identified in RC drill hole YB016 within 50m of Surface



First pass Mineral Resource Estimate based on exploration of only 9% of total Yerbas Buenas project
area – six remaining larger structures to drill

Yerbas Buenas Magnetite Project In Summary
The Company’s (ASX:FHS; “Freehill” or “the Company”) focus during the June quarter remained on exploration
at the Yerbas Buenas project in Chile and included the declaration of its maiden JORC Mineral Resource
Estimate (MRE) (inferred plus indicated) on the first of seven identified magnetite geophysics structures.
During the maiden drilling program, additional exploratory holes were drilled into the southern most
magnetite target (YB6) and revealed numerous high grade results. Hole YB016 (within the YB6 structure)
contained exceptional iron grades down to over 186m below collar with only 14m of sandy overburden. YB016
contained a continuous section of 16m within 20m of surface, containing DSO grade and almost pure
magnetite of greater than 61% Fe and an average grade over 120m of 30% Fe.
A second large geophysics structure identifying copper mineralisation was also discovered. The potential
presence of copper and gold is consistent with the area’s regional geology. The area’s potential is outlined via
numerous artisanal copper and gold tunnels and diggings within several hundred metres of the anomaly.

Figure 1 – Yerbas Buenas project location and tenements
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JORC Maiden Mineral Resource Estimate
The declaration of a maiden Mineral Resource Estimate of 18.4 MT @15.1% Fe (inferred plus indicated) is a
significant milestone for the Company. The estimate for the YB1 structure (shown figure 2) represents only 9%
of the total Yerbas Buenas Projects geophysics footprint and is the first of seven highly prospective magnetite
targets within the project area to be drilled.
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YB1 was chosen for the maiden MRE due to the vast amount of technical work, operating cost knowledge and
product sales derived from the structure during the operation of the demonstration processing plant.
Concentrate Grades2
Mass
%Fe Head
1
%Recovery
Grade
%Fe
%Al2O3
%SiO2
%P
Inferred
13.4
14.7
14.8
68.4
0.67
1.47
0.023
Indicated
5.0
15.8
15.9
69.1
0.69
1.36
0.018
Total
18.4
15.0
15.1
68.4
0.68
1.44
0.022
Table 1 – JORC Mineral Resource Estimate YB1 orebody, Yerbas Buenas
Category

Mt

%S
0.026
0.022
0.025

The results are significant because the total Resource far exceeds the 3.1-6.2 Mt estimated for YB1 contained
in the Exploration Target (refer ASX announcement: 12 April 2018).
This development provides confidence that drilling of the remaining six target structures, YB2-YB7, may yield
an aggregate MRE equal to or well above the reported Exploration Target total of 35.7-50.9 Mt, should similar
results to those for YB1 be replicated.

Figure 2 – Map of major magnetite structures identified by Ground Magnetic Geophysics, the YB1 inferredindicated deposit, the YB6 structure scheduled to be drilled for magnetite during 2019 and the newly
discovered Induced Polarisation structures.
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Completion of a Feasibility Study will augment the Company’s application to the Chilean authorities to
substantially increase permitted mining and production levels. This is being undertaken in readiness for
construction of a new purpose built processing plant with a planned production of 1-2 mtpa of 62% Fe
concentrate.
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Additional drilling on YB1 is expected to enable elevation of both tonnes and grade of the iron mineralisation
underpinning confidence in the deposit.
Exploration Target
A JORC Code compliant Exploration Target1 for iron ore mineralisation within the Yerbas Buenas Project was
previously determined by Geos Mining Mineral Consultants (refer ASX announcement: 12 April 2018). It was
categorised as an Exploration Target due to the limited drilling available at that time, the model being largely
based on extensive ground magnetic surveys, ground-truthed with trial mining and results from two RC drill
holes completed by CAP/CMP in 2011.
The Exploration Target for iron ore was estimated to range between 35.7Mt and 50.9Mt, with an average grade
range of 25% to 35% Fe.2 This estimate was an aggregate based on the surface footprints of the high amplitude
magnetic anomalies with identified targets designated as YB1 to YB7. The full Exploration Target Report is
available on the Company’s website with Table 3 of that report outlining estimated tonnes for each magnetic
structure.
The Exploration Target tonnes were derived by applying significant discounts of 70-85% to the total tonnes
indicated by the geophysics footprints to reflect the lack of drilling and give an estimate of the recoverable
proportion mineralised material in those structures.
The YB1 structure had a potential contained tonnage of 20.7Mt. This has been reduced to an Exploration target
range of 3.1-6.2Mt. Drilling of that structure has shown an actual resource of 18.4mt, which better reflects the
undiscounted tonnage and thus indicates that if the remaining six magnetic targets over the project are drilled
then then a total resource tonnage closer to the 238mt may be realised.
Exploration - Copper Targets
In late 2018, Freehill commissioned an Induced Polarisation (IP) survey at the Yerbas Buenas. The IP survey
targeted a potential source of significant copper mineralisation, which is common at surface in the area which
contains numerous artisanal copper and gold workings (refer ASX announcement: 22 February 2019).
This initial survey identified a large structure in the north-east corner of the project area that extends from
surface to over 400m in depth and is open to the east, south and north.
Following that discovery a follow up IP geophysical survey was carried out and reported 17 April 2019. The
structures potentially contain copper sulphide mineralisation consistent with the regional geology and are
scheduled to be drilled in the coming months to confirm the nature of the mineralisation.
The area is less than 9km from the large copper and gold producing area of La Higuera and 23km from the
Andes Iron copper and magnetite project. Both of which lie along the same extensive Atacama Fault System
(AFS). This system has E-W and ENE fault-vein systems which are the principal hosts for the typically

1

An Exploration Target is a statement or estimate of the exploration potential of a mineral deposit in a defined geological setting where
the statement or estimate, quoted as a range of tonnes and a range of grade (or quality), relates to mineralisation for which there has
been insufficient exploration to estimate a Mineral Resource.
2 The potential quantity and grade of the magnetite material is conceptual in nature; there has been insufficient exploration to estimate
a JORC code compliant Mineral Resource other than an Exploration Target, and it is uncertain if further exploration will result in the
estimation of a Mineral Resource.
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hydrothermally generated I.O.C.G. and IOA. mineralisation. Magnetite is the principal iron oxide mineral found
in association with these styles of mineralisation and the extensive magnetic anomalies assist in identifying
potential copper drill targets.

Figure 3 – Two Induced Polarisation structures discovered recently and potentially indicate copper sulphide
The chargeability inversion plot (refer figure 3) shows a structure that widens out to the east and extends to
the north as it deepens. It is open to both the north and east. The structure is located only 600m east of the
trial mining pit (YB1) and less than 1km west of the PanAmerican Highway (Figure 2) and easily accessible by
the existing road network. Both appear to have close-to-surface extensions making them ideal for trenching
and shallow drill testing.
The Company’s next drilling program will incorporate a diamond drill component to test both the northern and
southern IP structures to confirm the mineralisation.
Exploration - Magnetite
Drilling during the maiden campaign in December 2018 was carried out on three of seven magnetic structures
identified during a high resolution ground magnetic geophysics survey completed in mid-2017.
The majority of drilling was completed in and around the trial mining pit (YB1), to allow the estimation of a
mineral resource. Additional drilling on the YB3 and YB6 magnetic structures, to the immediate north and
south of the mining pit was also carried out to ‘ground truth’ magnetite mineralisation and depth.
Drilling of the southern most structure, YB6, showed the area to have only thin sand cover, followed in some
cases by up to 170m of effectively continuous high grade magnetite material. Mineralisation remains open to
the south at YB6 with grade trending higher and the mineralised structure progressively thickening. The
company is now investigating the availability of additional tenements in this southern area.
Hole ID
Hole YB015
Including
including

Interval
8m
28m
56m

Intersection
10m-18m
34m-62m
8m-64m

Significant High Grade intersections
27.2%Fe
37.4% Fe
25.2% Fe

Hole YB016
172m
14m-186m
24.4%Fe
including 38m
14m-52m
41.7%Fe
including 16m
20m-36m
61.0 %Fe
including
16m
36m-52m
29.4%Fe
Table 2 – RC holes YB015 and YB016 in the YB6 structure showing exceptional grades and structure thickness.
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Freehill expect to commence another drill campaign during Q3 and Q4 of CY2019 to focus on the high grade
YB6 structure in the south. The YB6 magnetite structure is shown below in Figure 4.

Figure 4 - Yerbas Buenas project area showing an expanded view of the YB6 magnetite structure that will be
the focus of the next resource drilling campaign in Q3/4 2019.
Drilling of the YB6 structure:
 Showed it to contain substantial sections of almost pure magnetite
 Confirms that the structure is mineralised with magnetite iron ore
 Shows the structure appears to thicken and widen in a southward direction
 The magnetite is of a high quality, low impurity suitable for pellet feed production
 The structure has very little overburden
The southern most drill hole, YB016 (within the YB6 structure) contains 22 intervals of lower grade
intersections. If these are classified as an inter-burden and removed from the downhole average then the
average grade of the remaining 142m from 14m-186m becomes 30.5% Fe.
Detailed test work carried out at Intertek laboratory has shown that a total iron content of 30.5% Fe would
provide a 38% Mass Recovery using the standard Davis Tube Recovery (“DTR”) method commonly used for
magnetite assessment.
Furthering the Company’s continued emphasis on exploration and accelerating resource definition of the
larger magnetite targets, the Company elected during the Quarter to discontinue trial mining and
demonstration plant activities carried out by a third-party mining services company (see Project Update ASX
release, 3 October 2018). Freehill has now fully focused funding on the second drilling campaign and the
feasibility study. Trial mining and processing have provided invaluable technical knowledge and demonstrated
the acceptability of the concentrates produced to our local buyer Compania Minera Del Pacifico, Chile’s largest
iron ore producer.
Finance
During the Quarter the Company raised a further $370,000 via short term debt. Since the end of the quarter
the Company has raised a further $150,000 in short term debt while it considers its financing options to fund
its next drilling aimed at delivering a significantly expanded JORC Resource and Pre-Feasibility Study for
commercial production. The Company has a number of options to fund planned activities over the coming
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quarters. The Board is in active discussions with a number of parties in relation to the provision of funding and
expects to provide an update in the near future. Freehill is confident that it will secure the necessary funds to
progress activities in Chile during the current period.

About the Yerbas Buenas Project
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The Yerbas Buenas project has proven magnetite mineralisation as well as being prospective for both gold and
copper mineralisation.
Drilling results from the company’s maiden drilling campaign clearly demonstrate that magnetite
mineralisation extends along a 2.3 km contiguous corridor from the northern boundary to southern boundary
of the property.
Results of the recent Induced Polarisation (IP) survey have now identified two large structures that appear to
be a mineralised band or fault structure running north-south down the eastern side of the property with both
structures currently open to the east and north.

Competent Persons Statement
The information in this report that relates to exploration results is based on information compiled by
Mr Peter Hinner, a Competent Person who is a Member of The Australasian Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy. Mr Hinner is a full-time employee of Freehill Mining Ltd and has sufficient experience that
is relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity
being undertaken to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2012 Edition of the ‘Australasian
Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves’ (the JORC Code 2012).
Peter Hinner consents to the inclusion in the report of the matters based on his information in the
form and context in which it appears.

About Freehill Mining Limited
Freehill Mining Limited (ASX: FHS) is a mineral exploration company focused on creating
shareholder wealth through the identification of mineral resources in Chile and development of its
Yerbas Buenas magnetite project. The company has also identified copper and gold mineralisation
on its tenements and plans to undertake further mineral exploration programs on these at a later
date.
For further information, please contact:
Peter Hinner
Chief Executive Officer
Freehill Mining Limited
+61 410569635

Paul Davies
Chief Financial Officer
Freehill Mining Limited
+61 419 363 630

Media & investor relations inquiries: Ben Jarvis, Six Degrees Investor Relations: +61 413 150 448
Follow @FreehillMining on Twitter

Follow Freehill Mining on LinkedIn
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